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ABSTRACT

Professional interpreters employed by international institutions usually work into their L1 from their L2, while freelance interpreters tend to work both into and from their L1. A study was devised to see if the long-term interpreting unidirectional practice (in the L2–L1 direction only), in contrast to bidirectional practice (in the L2–L1 and L1–L2 direction), influences the speed of lexical retrieval manifested through shorter translation latencies. Forty-eight professional conference interpreters produced oral translations of nouns presented in isolation, in high context constraint sentences and in low context constraint sentences. Contrary to predictions, unidirectional interpreters did not manifest directionality asymmetry and their L2–L1 translation latencies were not shorter than L1–L2 translation latencies. Surprisingly, the L2–L1 direction advantage was found in the group of bidirectional interpreters. The data suggest that the dominant directionality in interpreting practice has little impact on the strength of interlingual lexical links in the interpreter’s mental lexicon or that other factors (such as language use, exposure and immersion) might offset any such impact. The study also revealed an expected context effect, which shows that interpreters use semantic constraint to anticipate sentence-final words.
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1. Introduction

Professional conference interpreters are bilinguals or multilinguals who provide specialized language services to facilitate communication between par-
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ties not sharing the same language. Interpreters can be described by means of their working language profiles, including A, B and C languages. According to the International Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC 2014), the leading and the most prestigious professional organisation of conference interpreters, the working languages are classified into active languages (A and B, i.e. those into which interpreters work) and passive languages (C, i.e. those from which interpreters work). A language is “the interpreter’s native language (or another language strictly equivalent to a native language), into which the interpreter works from all her or his other languages in both modes of interpretation, simultaneous and consecutive”, B language is “a language other than the interpreter’s native language, of which she or he has a perfect command and into which she or he works from one or more of her or his other languages”. C language is the language “of which the interpreter has a complete understanding and from which she or he works” (AIIC 2014), a language the interpreter “fully understands and would most often speak to some extent, only not enough to work into that language” (DG Interpretation 2012).

Since many interpreters work on national markets where interpreting into B is a common practice, such different profiles of language use (unidirectionality – interpreting only into A language and bidirectionality – interpreting equally frequently into and from A language) might, with prolonged experience, have some bearing on the structure of the bilingual mental lexicon. According to the Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll and Stewart 1994), word-to-word and word-to-concept links in the bilingual mental lexicon undergo changes in strength. It is assumed here that unidirectional interpreters will manifest a directionality effect, that is interpret words faster into their A language than into their B language, while bidirectional interpreters will perform symmetrically in both interpreting directions. Additionally, both groups will perform differently under semantically constrained and unconstrained contexts as a result of their professional practice. In an attempt to shed some light on the above issues, before presenting an experimental study I will review the issue of directionality in the conference interpreting practice and research and briefly discuss the Revised Hierarchical Model as a model of the bilingual’s word production well suited to the discussion of lexical access in the context of conference interpreting.

This paper is a result of interdisciplinary research at the crossroads of interpreting studies and psycholinguistics. Thus, I should explain certain terminological discrepancies before proceeding further. As mentioned above, the interpreter’s working languages are typically referred to as A, B and C.
When applied to the characteristics of interpreters examined in the present study, A language corresponds to the interpreter’s L1, B to L2 and C can be seen as roughly corresponding to L3. This paper draws upon psycholinguistic studies in its theoretical part and uses psycholinguistic methods in its experimental part, so I have decided to use the nomenclature consistent with psycholinguistics when referring to translation direction. Thus, L1–L2 versus L2–L1 labels will be used instead of A-to-B or B-to-A. Just as I refrain from using labels typical for interpreting studies (such as retour to denote L1–L2 interpreting), I also refrain from using more psycholinguistically motivated labels (such as forward and backward translation), although all of these labels will be mentioned in passing. L1–L2 and L2–L1 labels seem sufficiently neutral for the present paper.

Another discrepancy involves the nature of the translation task. Typically for translation and interpreting studies, translation is a term reserved to denote a written activity while interpreting denotes an oral activity. Similarly, translators provide written translations while interpreters provide oral renditions of the source language utterance. To add to the complexity, translation is also used as a hyperonym for written translation and oral translation, i.e. interpreting. This is somehow commensurate with the psycholinguistic tradition, in which tasks involving oral rendition of a stimulus word in the target language are referred to as word translation tasks. To reduce the terminological complexity, I will use the term “word translation task” to refer to a verbal response including a translation of the stimulus word presented visually. However, I will continue to use the terms conference interpreters and conference interpreting in the present paper.

2. Directionality in interpreting

2.1. Professional practice

Interpreting only into L1 is the mainstream practice in large international organisations, such as the United Nations, NATO, the European Commission and the European Parliament. Interpreters employed by such organisations usually interpret from their second and third languages into L1. Interpreting into L2 is commonly referred to as retour interpreting. Pavlović (2007: 81) lists other terms (such as inverse or reverse interpreting) and points to the negative connotations of names for L1–L2 interpreting or translating. She reviews a rather prescriptive approach to directionality in Translation Studies
which favours the L2–L1 direction. This is especially visible in the Western tradition shaped mainly by the Paris School (Seleskovitch and Lederer 1989). According to this approach, L1–L2 interpreting cannot be accepted as it results in lower quality. The underlying reasoning here is that production seems to be more important in interpreting than comprehension, thus the direction involving production in the interpreter’s strongest language (i.e. into L1 language) is favoured. On the other hand, Eastern tradition represented by Denissenko (1989) and Chernov (1992) accepts L1–L2 interpreting by claiming that comprehension is key to its quality. Thus, L1–L2 interpreters are at an advantage since they interpret from their L1.

Interestingly, Gile (2005) demonstrates with the use of his Effort Model, that one can determine which interpreting direction is more favourable (i.e. requiring fewer processing resources thus leading to higher quality) depending on how one regards the difficulty of producing language in relation to the difficulty of comprehending it. If production is believed to be more cognitively demanding than comprehension, interpreting into L1 is preferable because it is easier to produce output in L1 than in L2. If comprehension is supposed to consume more cognitive resources than production, the reverse would be true. There are, however, other factors that come into play (such as poor sound conditions which favour interpreting into L2, as it would be easier to comprehend one’s L1 under difficult conditions (see Gile 2005 for a review). Language pair specificity is another such factor. For example, in the case of interpreting between Polish and English, interpreting into Polish, which is a highly inflectional language, may be more prone to inflectional errors due to the need to self-monitor suffixes in production; on the other hand, interpreting into English, which is more constrained than Polish in word order, may be prone to syntactic errors as it requires more sentence-level restructuring. I will come back to the importance of comprehension and production in interpreting later when reviewing empirical studies on directionality in interpreting.

Regardless of the theoretical views on directionality and mainstream practices in large organisations, L1–L2 interpreting (especially when L2 is English) seems to be a regular practice in countries with languages with limited diffusion (Donovan 2002: 2; Pavlović 2007), including Central and Eastern European countries (Szabari 2002: 13). This is because there are rarely many English native speakers with Croatian, Polish, Finnish or Danish available and because installing two separate booths and hiring four unidirectional interpreters instead of two bidirectional interpreters for a bilingual event would not be economically sound. A survey conducted by Pavlović
(2007: 87) on Croatian professionals working both as interpreters and as translators found that most of them (57 out of 59 respondents) interpret from L1 into L2 and that as many as 73% work from L1 more than into L1. Interestingly, as regards directionality preferences, one third of the respondents prefer working into L1, one third into L2 and one third has no preference. Other studies confirm that interpreters work equally much into and from their active language in Hungary (Szabari 2000, as quoted in Szabari 2002: 13) and other Central European countries (Katschinka 2002, as quoted in Szabari 2002: 13). The US and Korean markets are similar in this respect. 68 percent of professional interpreters from the US market surveyed by Nicodemus and Emmorey (2013: 628) reported direction preference, the majority of them (72.5 percent) pointing to the L2–L1 direction. This was in line with their self-reported proficiency ratings (higher in interpreting into L1 than into L2). Lim (2005) surveyed professional interpreters working in Korea and associated with AIIC to ask about the practice of retour and the professionals’ sentiments toward it. 33% of Korean interpreters and 18% of AIIC interpreters reported that half of their work was in the retour mode (L1–L2), showing again that the local market practice is remote from the prescriptivist view of Western scholars and trainers.

2.2. Empirical studies

A number of empirical studies focused on the issue of directionality. I will first review typically interpreting studies that used either simultaneous or consecutive interpreting as an experimental task and then psycholinguistic studies employing a word translation task.

As mentioned above, the ease of interpreting as a function of directionality is closely related to the ease of comprehension and production in the interpreter’s L1 and L2. L2–L1 interpreting is advantageous because production in L1 is less cognitively demanding than in L2. And vice versa, L1–L2 interpreting might be more successful in a sense that it is easier to comprehend one’s L1, especially under difficult conditions. Gran and Fabbro (1988: 40) found that interpreting into L1 was less demanding and tiring to their participants than interpreting into L2 because language production control was more efficient and more automatic in L1. Chang (2005) conducted a propositional analysis of semantic context and found better quality in interpreting into L1 as compared to interpreting into L2. The author explained this result through the professionals’ awareness of L2 language production
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deficits. When interpreting into L2, professionals were reluctant to express minor propositions when they suspected the expression quality would not be up to a par. The effect of the delivery rate was similar in both interpreting directions while the effect of language proficiency resulted in a more natural output in L1 (more idioms and set phrases) than in L2 (Chang 2005: 124). Chang concluded that although interpreters were committed to achieving the best possible quality of L1–L2 interpreting, “occasionally the disadvantage of producing in one’s B language [L2] still overpowered the advantage of listening to one’s A language [L1]” (Chang 2005: 124). Donovan (2005) reported more production problems (including unclear and awkward expressions), more numerous and prolonged breakdowns in coherence and reasoning in L1–L2 interpreting as compared to interpreting into L1. The beneficial effect of preparation before the interpreting assignment was reported as being more pronounced in L1–L2 than in L2–L1 interpreting. Donovan concluded that although “the number of major deviations from the original and of instances of loss of coherence or breakdown is significantly larger for work into L2”, “experienced interpreters seem to develop strategies to avoid this (…) and remain more in control” (Donovan 2005: 44). Mead (2005) examined trainees and found a higher incidence of pauses in L1–L2 than L2–L1 interpreting. He thus claimed that the latter was more fluent than the former. All of these studies seem to point to the superiority of L2–L1 interpreting due to the ease of production in one’s L1. On the other hand, Tommola and Helevä (1998) found an opposite directionality effect only in linguistically complex, and not simple texts. Trainee interpreters examined in their study managed L1–L2 interpreting of difficult texts better than L2–L1 interpreting. Kurz and Färber (2003) demonstrated that trainees anticipated more in L1–L2 interpreting, which positively correlated with better quality.

A closer look at strategies employed in both interpreting directions can also be beneficial since interpreting is a highly strategic activity (Gile 2015). Bartłomiejczyk (2006) found some differences between interpreting from and into L1 in terms of strategies used by interpreting trainees elicited via retrospective interviews. Students used inferencing (constructing meaning on the basis of context), parallel reformulation (inventing probable sentence endings due to comprehension or processing problems) and transcoding (word-for-word interpreting and retention of source sentence structure) in L2–L1 interpreting more often than in L1–L2 interpreting. The first two strategies show problems with comprehension, which could be avoided in L1–L2 interpreting, while the last strategy manifests production problems, which could be even worse in L1–L2 interpreting. These results do not sug-
gest any preferred direction due to employed strategies (which could lead to better quality or problem management). In a study by Gumul (2006) trainees used more instances of explicitation (especially by means of adding connectives, specification of meaning and metaphor disambiguation) in L1–L2 interpreting as compared to L2–L1 interpreting.

To conclude, the studies showing a directionality effect in interpreting (superior performance in L2–L1 direction) outnumber those showing the opposite pattern. In terms of strategies, interpreters seem to use both comprehension- and production-oriented strategies and are more successful in applying them in their L1. However, many of those studies involved interpreting trainees and we do not know whether and how these results are generalizable to the population of professional conference interpreters, especially as numerous studies have found processing advantages of interpreters over trainees (e.g. Summari 1996; Riccardi 1998; Padilla et al. 1995; Jörg 1997).

As opposed to experiments using conference interpreting as a task, in studies involving a word translation task it is possible to isolate processes involved in word comprehension and retrieval. It turns out that the directionality effect is modulated by language proficiency. Christoffels found no directionality effect in an isolated word translation task performed by non-interpreting bilinguals (Christoffels et al. 2003: 206), but there was a language dominance effect in the picture naming task, i.e. bilinguals retrieved picture names faster in their L1 than in their L2. The authors explained the lack of linguistic asymmetry in word translation by means of the high L2 proficiency. However, one has to bear in mind that the participants of the study were not conference interpreters, unlike in my study reported below. In a similar study Christoffels et al. (2006) compared professional interpreters, non-interpreting bilingual students and teachers (proficient speakers of L2). Interpreters were faster than bilinguals in a picture naming task in L2, but not in L1. The directionality effect in a word translation task was reported in bilinguals only, not in interpreters or language teachers. The authors concluded that fast lexical retrieval was key to, but not unique for, conference interpreting (since participants with experience in other activities involving proficient language use, such as language teaching, showed a similar pattern of results). In a similar vein, de Bot (2000) conducted a word translation and verification study to reveal potential directionality effects in three groups of bilinguals (intermediate, advanced and proficient). He found asymmetry in the first two groups: less proficient bilinguals translated faster into L1 than into L2. The proficient group did not manifest any directionality effect. In a follow-up experiment the participants had to verify if word translations were correct.
There was no difference between word translation and verification task for the intermediate group while the latencies for translation were longer than for verification in the advanced and proficient bilingual groups. Since error rates were lower in the verification task as compared to translation, de Bot interpreted them as showing that the least proficient speakers knew the tested words but not well enough to produce them quickly in L2 (de Bot 2000: 84). It seems that proficiency influences word translation directionality and the asymmetry diminishes with increasing proficiency.

De Bot mentioned translation strategies as an important factor, alongside word retrievability from the mental lexicon, influencing the interpreting process. He claimed that “even though it takes more time to find the right words, the advantage of a better and deeper understanding of the incoming speech more than compensates for this” (de Bot 2000: 85), which may be a good argument in favour of L1–L2 interpreting. This view is shared by Rejšková (2002), who claimed that advantages of L1–L2 interpreting included better comprehension and anticipation and an easier choice of the right interpreting technique (such as summary, prioritising, omission): “when the choice of your technique is successful – there is more chance your production will contain fewer grammatical errors, false starts etc. provided linguistic proficiency of B [L2] is up to the task” (Rejšková 2002: 32).

3. Directionality in the interpreter’s mental lexicon

I will now discuss directionality in interpreting from a psycholinguistic perspective by looking at the model of word production in the bilingual mental lexicon. According to the Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll and Stewart 1994), meaning is stored in the mind on the language-free conceptual level while words are maintained on the language specific lexical level with separate stores for each known language. The links between words and concepts, or word-to-concept mappings vary in strength depending on language proficiency and use. In less proficient speakers of L2, L1–L2 translation is mediated via the conceptual level because the links between words, or lexical links are weak whereas L2–L1 translation occurs on the lexical level because L2–L1 lexical links are strong. Thus, the latter type of translation (frequently referred to as backward translation in psycholinguistic literature) is faster than L1–L2 (forward) translation. The translation asymmetry shown in numerous studies (Kroll and Stewart 1994; Sholl et al. 1995) supporting the model is said to decrease with increased L2 proficiency.
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(Kroll et al. 2002; Kroll et al. 2010). This is consistent with the studies involving interpreters or interpreting trainees manifesting no directionality effect in word translation studies reviewed in Section 2.2 above.

The RHM posits that there is language non-selectivity and parallel activation of both languages in linguistic processing (Kroll et al. 2010). Following that, I assume that the specific use of languages by conference interpreters influences the organization of the bilingual mental lexicon and lexical processing, i.e. the strength of word-to-concept links and cross-language lexical links in the mental lexicon (Shreve and Diamond 1997; Setton 1999). As de Groot and Christoffels (2006) claim:

the associations themselves are formed just as all associations are formed, that is, by contiguity of the elements in the environment (and possibly by mental contiguity, that is, by the co-occurrence of words in thought). In other words, the representations of the words belonging to one particular language become strongly interconnected in bilingual memory because they co-occur (in different combinations) in actual language use and are encountered as such by the language user.

Interpreters may use a twofold strategy in their practice: a meaning-based one, which focuses on rendering the message without much consideration of the similarity of form, and a form-based, or word-for-word one, according to which the target text form resembles the source text form. Although the precedence of the meaning-based strategy over the word-for-word strategy is generally acknowledged in Translation Studies (Seleskovich 1978), direct word-to-word mappings may be useful in interpreting when retrieving certain types of lexical items, such as monoreferential terms (terminological equivalents), established corresponding terms, idioms and pat phrases (cf. Seleskovich et al. 1995; Setton 1999). Interpreters are said to alternate between meaning-based and form-based strategies (see van Dam 2001 for an extensive review). However, even the application of the form-based strategy should not and does not preclude semantic processing in this type of lexical access, especially as a certain degree of conceptual processing in lexical tasks has been shown to occur even in less fluent bilinguals with weak word-to-concept mappings that favour lexical level processing only (Duyck and Brysbaert 2008; de Groot and Poot 1997; de Groot et al. 1994). In general, I assume that due to the special type of bilingual processing that is involved in conference interpreting interpreters develop stronger word-to-concept and word-to-word mappings which result in shorter translation latencies as
compared to non-interpreters (Chmiel, in preparation). Additionally, in line with the RHM approach, direction asymmetry (faster L2–L1 translation) should disappear in interpreters as fluent and proficient L2 users. However, since directionality in the interpreters’ professional activity might have some bearing on the strength of lexical links in their mental lexicon, translation asymmetry might again arise. Unidirectional and bidirectional interpreters are especially interesting groups to consider in this context. It is hypothesized here that unidirectional interpreters (working predominantly from their L2 and L3 languages into their L1) will show translation asymmetry as opposed to bidirectional interpreters (working more or less equally frequently from and into their L1). To be more precise, I predict that unidirectional interpreters will have shorter translation latencies in interpreting words from L2 into L1 than when working from L1 into L2. Bidirectional interpreters, as proficient bilinguals exposed to equal amounts of work into both directions, will show a translation symmetry typical of high fluency L2 speakers (as shown by Kroll et al. 2002).

4. Semantic context effects in word processing

We need to remember that many studies reviewed above focused on translation of single isolated words rather than words in context constraints. In the present study I also manipulated context and included some target words in sentences with or without semantically constraining context. Context has been shown to influence word processing (Altarriba et al. 1996; van Hell 2005). Words in a semantically constraining context are recognised faster than in a neutral one.

Semantic constraint effects have been reported both in studies involving word recognition tasks in L1 (Schwartz and Kroll 2006) and in studies with L1–L2 and L2–L1 word translation tasks (van Hell and de Groot 2008). In the latter study, translation of words embedded in a high context constraint was always faster than translation of words in a low context constraint and in isolation. As regards the comparison of the low context and no context condition, there was either no difference (in L1–L2 direction) or isolated words were translated faster than low context condition words (in L2–L1 direction). However, these studies involved regular bilinguals without interpreting experience.

The effect of semantic constraint was also reported in a study where context was created not by a sentence but by a presence of a semantically related
picture (Heij et al. 1996). The pictures facilitated word translation in both directions, which led the authors to conclude that both L1–L2 and L2–L1 were conceptually mediated and that concept activation was easier in L1.

Eye-tracking studies have also provided interesting evidence regarding sentence context constraints. Van Assche et al. (2011) and Titone et al. (2011) observed semantic constraint effect in early and late reading measures and confirmed that L1 was still activated in reading sentences in L2 although this cross-linguistic activation was attenuated in high context constraint as compared to low context constraint.

Morris (2006) claims that sentence context effects might be partially explained by anticipation due to predictability and partially by intralexical priming and activation spreading to semantically related words. In general, research conducted so far seems to suggest that semantic constraint strongly influences word processing but the exact nature of this facilitation remains unknown.

5. The experiment

In the present study I expect the facilitation effect of the high context constraint for both groups of participants. Interpreters will use the semantically constraining context to activate meanings and retrieve translation equivalents faster both in L1–L2 and L2–L1 direction. It is further hypothesized that high constraint context will facilitate word production in L1–L2 more than in L2–L1 for bidirectional interpreters because they will benefit from L1 comprehension advantage. However, I expect to see no context by direction interaction in unidirectional interpreters, as L1 comprehension advantage will be offset by long-term interpreting practice in L2–L1 direction.

5.1. Method

The study design was 2 (group: unidirectional interpreters, bidirectional interpreters) by 2 (direction: English-Polish, Polish-English) by 3 (context: high context, low context, no context) with group as a between-groups factor, direction and context as within-subject factors and response time as a dependent variable. The task involved interpreting of words presented visually either in a sentence-final position or in isolation.
5.2. Participants

The study involved 24 professional interpreters working for the European Commission and the European Parliament comprising the group of unidirectional interpreters (i.e. working predominantly into A) and 24 professional conference interpreters working free-lance on the Polish market comprising the group of bidirectional interpreters (i.e. working both into and from A). Table 1 presents characteristics of both groups.

Table 1. Experimental groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unidirectional interpreters (N = 24)</th>
<th>Bidirectional interpreters (N = 24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>38 years (SD = 5.49; range = 31–48)</td>
<td>38 years (SD = 8.37; range = 28–60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean professional</td>
<td>10 years (SD = 5.28; range = 3–24)</td>
<td>13 years (SD = 8.12; range = 4–35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of total work</td>
<td>9% (SD = 5.28; range = 1–20)</td>
<td>51% (SD = 14.01; range = 15–80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time spent interpreting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>into B language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(directionality)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants were asked to estimate how much they interpret into their B language in a pre-study questionnaire. The groups did not differ in age and professional experience (p > .05) but they differed significantly in directionality (p < .001).

The group of unidirectional interpreters included: 17 full-time employees and 7 free-lancers; 13 males and 11 females. They have worked for the EU institutions for the average of 5 years, which was shorter than their mean professional experience in conference interpreting (10 years). The difference was due to the fact that Poland joined the EU (and Polish became one of its official languages) only in 2004. All the unidirectional interpreters worked for the Polish booth, i.e. Polish was their A language, English was their B language and all but two of them had one or two C languages (such as French, German, Greek, Czech, Swedish, Spanish and Italian).

The group of bidirectional interpreters included 11 males and 13 females. Conference interpreting was the primary source of income for 37% of them,
79% of them worked also as translators. The average number of conference days per month in the last three years of their career was estimated at 6.39 (SD = 4.81, range = 1–15). Their A language was Polish, their B language English and 11 of them had either one or two C languages (such as Russian, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Swedish).

5.3. Stimuli

The stimuli were selected from a study by Kujałowicz et al. (2008). They included 39 Polish and 39 English nouns matched for frequency and length. Each word occurred in three conditions: high context constraint (HC), low context constraint (LC) and no context (NC). All the words were judged as concrete (6 or higher on a 7-point Likert scale) in a pre-test conducted by Kujałowicz et al. (2008) among 50 proficient speakers of English as L2 (students of English). An additional norming study involved 50 participants from the same population to determine high and low constraint sentences, which was modelled after van Hell (2005). Kujałowicz et al. (2008) created a high context constraint and a low context constraint sentence for each stimulus. The sentences were presented without the final stimulus word to the participants, who were asked to complete the sentences in a logical and plausible way with a noun. If a sentence was completed with the desired stimulus word by at least 80 percent of the respondents for Polish and at least 70 percent for English, the sentence was selected as a high context constraint sentence for the stimulus. Similarly, if a sentence was completed with the desired stimulus word by not more than 20 percent of respondents for Polish and not more than 30 percent for English, the sentence was selected as a low context constraint sentence for the stimulus. This sentence norming test was repeated twice by Kujałowicz et al. (2008) since not all initially proposed sentences received the desired completion scores. Each participant completed only one (either HC or LC) sentence for a given stimulus and the contexts were randomised in the norming study.

As a result, 39 HC sentences and 39 LC sentences were generated for 39 Polish stimuli and 39 HC sentences and 39 LC sentences were generated for 39 English stimuli. Table 2 presents examples of stimulus sentences.

The full set of stimulus sentences can be obtained by contacting the author.
Table 2. Sample stimulus sentences with target words in the sentence-final position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High context constraint sentence</th>
<th>Low context constraint sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fold the letter and put it into an ENVELOPE.</td>
<td>He made a few notes on the back of the ENVELOPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The girl was trying to reach the book on the top SHELF.</td>
<td>She was drawing a vase of flowers on the SHELF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She loves pepperoni pizza with double CHEESE.</td>
<td>Stir in broccoli, tomatoes and CHEESE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the no context condition, words were presented without any sentence context. Three sets of experimental words and sentences were created for the experiment for each language. Each set included 13 words in HC condition, 13 words in LC condition and 13 words in NC condition. I randomised the conditions across sets (A, B, C). Each set included the sentence part with randomised HC and LC conditions and a word part with NC condition.

5.4. Procedure

The experiment was run on a laptop computer in a normally lit room. I designed the study in E-Prime 2.0 software and measured the verbal reaction times (how fast the participants spoke word translations into the microphone) with the Serial Response Box. Half of the participants started the experiment with the English part (translation into Polish) and the other half started with the Polish part (translation into English). I gave both verbal and written instructions in the respective source language. Each participant was presented with only one set (A, B or C) for each language. A short practice session with 5 sentences and stimuli preceded each experimental session for each language. In each trial, the participants first saw a fixation mark displayed centrally in black on a white screen for 500 ms and then a HC or LC sentence without the final word. The participants were instructed to read it carefully and press the space bar immediately after having read the sentence. They saw the fixation mark again for 500 ms, which was followed by a stimulus word displayed on the screen for 10,000 ms or until the participants gave a verbal response. They were instructed to translate the word as quickly and as accurately as possible into the other language and the word disappeared when the voice key recorded the verbal response. The experimenter marked both cor-
rect and incorrect responses. Another fixation mark commenced the next trial. The sentence part of the experiment was followed by a short pen-and-paper sentence recognition task. The participants read a list of 7 sentences and were asked to tick sentences that they saw in the experiment (the number of the actual experimental sentences in each recognition task ranged from 2 to 5). This was to confirm that the participants really read the sentences and processed their meaning before moving to word translation. This was followed by the word part of the experiment. The participants saw the fixation mark again for 500 ms and then a stimulus word for the maximum of 10,000 msec. Again, they were instructed to translate the word as quickly and as accurately as possible into the other language and the word disappeared when the verbal response was recorded by the voice key. A blank screen appeared for 1000 ms and a subsequent trial was commenced by another fixation mark. After the sentence part and the word part in one language the participants followed the same procedure in the other language.

5.5. Data trimming

First, the results of the sentence recognition study had to be taken into account. It turned out that there were no scores lower than 5 correct answers out of 7 sentences. In the group of unidirectional interpreters, the recognition score was 100% for Polish sentences and 98% for English sentences. In the group of bidirectional interpreters, the recognition score was 98% for Polish sentences and 99% for English sentences. Thus, I excluded no data on the grounds of the insufficient sentence recognition scores. Only correct answers, i.e. the actual stimulus words produced as translations, could be considered so the next step in data trimming consisted in excluding omissions (i.e. when the maximum stimulus display time elapsed before any reply was given) and errors (which could be either correct translations but not the actual stimulus words, wrong translations or other vocalisations, such as gap fillers, smacking sounds, etc., which triggered the voice key before the answer was given). Since the English and Polish stimuli were matched for frequency and since frequency has been proven to affect lexical processing, I had to exclude from analysis those correct translations that did not match my normalized stimuli. Omissions and errors constituted 13% of the unidirectional professionals’ responses and 8% of the bidirectional professionals’ responses. No separate error rate analysis was performed because no distinction was made between the above mentioned causes for errors when recording the da-
ta. In total, 11% of the data were trimmed due to omissions and errors. The outliers were eliminated in the following way: all observations with reaction times below 250 ms and above three times the interquantile range were eliminated. As a result further 5% of the data were eliminated as outliers.

5.6. Data analysis

Although the initial design was planned with ANOVA-type analysis in mind, I analyzed the actual results with the linear mixed-effects model (LME) using the lme4 library (Bates 2007) in the statistics software R (R Development Core Team 2009). In a regular ANOVA, participants are typically used as a random factor since one individual can generally react faster to certain stimuli than other (such analyses result in the $F_1$ statistic). Additionally, in some studies experimental results are also analysed assuming the randomness of the linguistic stimuli (the $F_2$ statistic), but there is no good way to combine the two in a single ANOVA analysis. LME models make it possible to incorporate both random factors (participants and items) into the analysis and handle categorical data better than analyses of variance (Baayen et al. 2008).

Following Baayen (2008) and partially following Barr et al. (2013) I first created the maximal LME model including two random effects (participants and items) and all potential factors and two-way and three-way interactions between them (group, context, direction). I compared the most complex model to a progressively less complex model to identify the best model including only the predictors that significantly improved the model fit. I used Satterthwaite approximations to degrees of freedom to obtain $p$ values for t-tests included in the model.

5.7. Results

The final LME model included (apart from participants and items as random effects) the following predictors: direction, context and a two-way interaction between direction and context.

Table 3 and Figure 1 present mean results for all experimental conditions for both groups. The mean reaction time for unidirectional interpreters was 902 ms and the mean reaction time for bidirectional interpreters was 880 ms. There was no main effect of group (the difference of 22 ms was not statistic-
Table 3. Mean results (in ms), standard deviations (SD) and ranges by condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>L2–L1</th>
<th>L1–L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(SD = 291; range = 266–1827)</td>
<td>(SD = 327; range = 269–1865)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidirectional interpreters</td>
<td></td>
<td>749</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td></td>
<td>941</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SD = 243; range = 300–1815)</td>
<td>(SD = 291; range = 576–1858)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(SD = 291; range = 539–1883)</td>
<td>(SD = 291; range = 576–1858)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional interpreters</td>
<td></td>
<td>746</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td></td>
<td>945</td>
<td>993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td></td>
<td>910</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td></td>
<td>(SD = 232; range = 352–1669)</td>
<td>(SD = 234; range = 422–1878)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ally significant, t = 0.893, p > .05). There was a significant main effect of direction, in that reaction times were 25 ms longer in L1–L2 translation (M = 902 ms) than in L2–L1 translation (M = 878 ms) (t = 2.824, p = .004). There was a context effect, with a statistically significant difference between HC (M = 738 ms) and LC (M = 986 ms): the words in high context constraint sentences were translated 248 ms faster than the words in low context constraint sentences (t = 25.162, p < .001). The difference between LC and NC (M = 953 ms) also turned out to be significant: words presented without any context were translated 33 ms faster than words in low context constraint sentences (t = −3.371, p < .001). The interaction between direction and context was also statistically significant, in that the high context facilitation varied as a function of direction (t = 2.556, p = .01). No other interactions turned out to significantly improve the fit of the model.

To examine planned comparisons for directionality effects for unidirectional and bidirectional interpreters separately, I created two more LME models following the same procedure. The final LME model for the group of unidirectional interpreters included participants and items as random factors and only one predictor of context because neither the factor of direction nor the interaction between direction and context turned out to
be significant. The unidirectional interpreters interpreted words embedded in low context constraint (M = 1007 ms) 267 ms slower than words in high context constraint (M = 740 ms) (t = 17.856, p < .001) and 43 ms slower than words in isolation (M = 964 ms) (t = 2.647, p = .008). The final LME model for the group of bidirectional interpreters included participants and items as random factors and direction, context and an interaction of direction and context as fixed effects. Bidirectional interpreters translated words in L1–L2 direction (M = 891 ms) 26 ms slower than in L2–L1 direction (M = 865 ms) (t = 2.278, p = .023). Context also modulated their response times in that high context constraint (M = 734 ms) reduced reaction times by 232 ms as compared to low context constraint (M = 966 ms) (t = 17.292, p < .001). Additionally, in a two-way interaction, context facilitation varied as a function of direction (t = 2.361, p = .018). In high context constraint, L1–L2 translation was faster than L2–L1 translation, while in low context constrain L1–L2 translation was slower than L2–L1 translation.
5.8. Discussion

The analysis revealed no group effect. This was expected as both groups of participants work as professional conference interpreters and they did not differ significantly in their professional experience. Across all participants and conditions, there was a significant directionality effect. Interpreters provided L2–L1 translations faster than L1–L2 translations. This outcome seems to support the proponents of interpreting into one’s native language only (Seleskovitch and Lederer 1989), corroborates the results of Gran and Fabbro (1988), but is at variance with the results obtained by Christoffels et al. (2006). The language asymmetry effect resembles that characteristic of less proficient non-interpreting bilinguals (Christoffels et al. 2003). However, since translation latencies are faster for interpreters as compared to non-interpreting bilinguals (Chmiel, in preparation), it seems more probable that the asymmetry should be explained by factors other than language proficiency. I will return to this issue when discussing the directionality effect separately for both groups of participants. The study also revealed a significant context effect, with high context constraint shortening translation latencies for both groups. This was expected and corroborates the findings of other studies (van Hell 2005; Altarriba et al. 1996; van Hell and de Groot 2008). When reading high context constraint sentences, the participants incrementally analysed them semantically, anticipated the sentence-final word, pre-activated it and, as a result, provided the translation equivalent faster. It is also interesting to see that isolated words were translated faster than words in low context constraint sentences. I may explain that in the following way: when processing the low context constraint sentences, the interpreters again tried to anticipate the sentence-final word. However, since the context did not provide them with any clues, they pre-activated many potential candidates and when the word was finally presented they had to significantly raise the activation level of the appropriate word and inhibit the remaining ones. In contrast, when presented with an isolated word in the no context condition the interpreters simply activated the most natural translation equivalent. There were much fewer competitors to inhibit and thus the reaction times were shorter. Alternatively, or additionally, this might have been a manifestation of direct retrieval of lexemes and the lack of conceptual processing.3

Following the creation of separate models for both groups, it turned out that the directionality effect was visible only for the scores of the bidirec-

---

3 I thank the anonymous reviewer for that suggestion.
ational interpreters. This is contrary to my assumptions, as I expected a directionality asymmetry in unidirectional interpreters only due to their predominant experience of interpreting into their L1 only. As mentioned earlier, it might appear that unidirectional interpreters manifesting no directionality effect resemble the pattern revealed for proficient L2 users while bidirectional interpreters manifesting an L2–L1 directionality advantage resemble less proficient L2 users (Kroll et al. 2010; Sunderman and Kroll 2006). However, such explanation of these results seems unlikely since both groups are highly proficient bilinguals and professional conference interpreters with no difference in experience and my study has not revealed any group effect in their reaction times. I suggest that the nature of interpreting practice (unidirectional vs. bidirectional interpreting) is not the only factor influencing the strength of interlingual links in the mental lexicon. Other factors may include language exposure and language use. The unidirectional participants had lived in Brussels for at least five years prior to the study, they use both English and French (if known) in their professional environment outside the interpreting booth on a daily basis and they are immersed in a French-speaking environment outside their place of work (but most of them use Polish at home). In contrast, the bidirectional participants live in Poland and use their L1 predominantly in both professional and non-professional settings (except when they interpret in the booth – then they use Polish for the average of 49% of the booth time, see Table 1). I may thus assume in line with Linck et al. (2009) that the L2 immersion environment inhibits L1, which is why the unilingual interpreters do not manifest the L2–L1 directionality advantage.

Separate models for both groups revealed an expected context effect with high context as a facilitating factor, which I explained above. However, I can report a significant interaction between context and direction only for the group of bidirectional interpreters. This is exactly the pattern I have predicted. It is interesting to see that in high context constrained sentences those interpreters produced word translations faster in the L1–L2 condition than in the L2–L1 condition. The situation was reversed in low context and no context condition – L2–L1 translations were faster than L1–L2 translations. This is not surprising if considered in the context of comprehension and production in L1 and L2. In the high context constraint interpreters show an L1 comprehension advantage, that is they anticipate the sentence-final word more efficiently in L1 as compared to L2. As a result, their translations are faster in the L1–L2 direction. In the low context constraint anticipation is less successful so there is no L1 comprehension advantage. This explanation is also in line with Heij et al. (1996), who claimed that in L1–L2 it is easy to
activate a concept (what I called an L1 comprehension advantage) and diffi-
cult to retrieve an L2 equivalent while in L2–L1 translation concept activa-
tion is more difficult (no L2 comprehension advantage) but L1 equivalent re-
trieval is easier. My study has revealed that the bidirectional interpreters
show a regular L2–L1 advantage in the production of translation equivalents.
As predicted, I cannot report a similar context by direction interaction for the
group of unidirectional interpreters. I speculate that it might be because L1
comprehension advantage is attenuated by long-term interpreting practice in
L2–L1 direction. Since these interpreters work predominantly from L2, it
might be that their anticipation skill in L2 has improved to match that in L1.

In general, my findings do not confirm my assumptions regarding the di-
rectionality effect in word translation performed by unidirectional and bidi-
rectional interpreters. Contrary to expectations, I found directionality effects
only in the group of bidirectional interpreters and not in the group of unidi-
rectional interpreters. I explain these results by claiming that the nature of in-
terpreting practice (the predominant direction the interpreters work in) is not
the sole factor influencing the strength and the asymmetry of lexical and
conceptual links in the mental lexicon. It seems that such factors and lan-
guage use, exposure and immersion play a far more important role. What is
more, I have used fairly frequent concrete nouns as the critical words in the
study. However, a study by van Hell and de Groot (2008) has shown an L2–
L1 direction advantage for highly proficient bilinguals translating abstract
words. It would be interesting to manipulate word difficulty (use less fre-
quent or abstract critical words) in the present study design and see if the re-
sults could be replicated.

6. Conclusions

My study has shown shorter translation latencies for L2–L1 direction as
opposed to L1–L2 direction. The participants have performed more
efficiently when providing translation equivalents in their L1. We have to
bear in mind that the experimental study described here included only word
translation as an experimental task and this cannot be fully generalisable to
the actual interpreting task. However, translation of words (in context) is a
subtask inherent in interpreting. This is why it seems that such findings could
lend partial and indirect support to the approach to the directionality issue in
interpreting favoured by Western scholars (such as Seleskovic and Lederer
1989) and international organisations (such as the UN and the EU).
According to this approach, interpreting should only be done into the interpreter’s native language due to L1 advantage in production. Contrary to my predictions, the directionality effect (L2–L1 direction advantage) was found only in the group of bidirectional interpreters and not in the group of unidirectional interpreters. I expected that the extensive interpreting experience into the L1 only shared by unidirectional interpreters would be manifested in the asymmetry of the lexical links in their mental lexicon and lead to shorter L2–L1 translation latencies. Following similar reasoning, I expected no direction asymmetry in translation latencies by bidirectional interpreters who work equally often into their L1 and their L2. It turned out that the predominant directionality in their professional interpreting practice plays no or smaller role in shaping the strength of the lexical links than other factors. These factors include language use, exposure and immersion. Since my bidirectional interpreters live and work in an L1 environment, they manifested L2–L1 direction advantage. On the contrary, the unidirectional interpreters work in an L2 environment and live in an L3 environment. Thus, their L1 advantage may be attenuated. In general, the findings are in line with the assumption of the Revised Hierarchical Model regarding the dynamic nature of word-to-concept and word-to-word mappings in the bilingual lexicon.

My assumptions regarding context effects were confirmed by the study. The interpreters used the high context constraint to predict the sentence final word, which resulted in shorter translation latencies in highly constrained sentences as opposed to unconstrained sentences. Additionally, I found an interaction between context and direction in the data for bidirectional interpreters. It seemed that they were able to better predict L1 sentence endings than L2 sentence endings and this resulted in faster L1–L2 translation in semantically constrained sentences as opposed to faster L2–L1 translations in semantically unconstrained sentences. Unidirectional interpreters manifested no such modulation, which I explain by saying that their L2–L1 interpreting practice (which entails extensive analysis and parsing of their L2) offsets L1 comprehension advantage. It is worth mentioning here that using a word translation task in semantically constrained and unconstrained sentences proved a good method to test anticipation performed by conference interpreters. Anticipation is claimed to be an important part of conference interpretation (Seeber 2001; Chernov 2004). In Interpreting Studies literature, it has often been perceived and studied as a directly observable product: a translation equivalent for a given word uttered by the interpreter before the speaker utters that word. The present study design makes it possi-
ble to study anticipation manifested as shorter translation latencies that reflect pre-activation of the translation equivalent. The present study has indeed shown that interpreters efficiently use semantic context to anticipate the following words, as I found a significant difference in translating words embedded in high context and low context constraint sentences.

In general, the study has demonstrated that conference interpreters are an interesting case of bilinguals who engage in a specific type of bilingual processing on a daily basis. Studies involving interpreters as participants can inform psycholinguistic models of the mental lexicon, while bilingual theories can be useful in researching the process of conference interpreting.
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